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Consider a dense sampling S of the smooth boundary of a planar shape O , i.e., an open
subset of R2. We show that the medial axis of the union of Voronoi balls centered at
Voronoi vertices inside O has a particularly simple structure: it is the union of all Voronoi
vertices inside O and the Voronoi edges connecting them. Therefore, the medial axis of
the union of these inner balls can be computed more eﬃciently and robustly than for a
general union of balls. Our algorithm requires only the computation of a single Delaunay
triangulation which is of complexity O (n logn), whereas the general algorithm needs two
Delaunay triangulations and a power diagram of quadratic complexity in the number
of inner Voronoi balls. Also, our solution yields robust results even without using exact
arithmetic, because it avoids the computation of the power diagram of the inner Voronoi
balls whose conﬁguration is highly degenerate.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The medial axis is a powerful shape descriptor: Lieutier [1] has shown that the medial axis of a shape (bounded open
subset of Euclidean space) is always homotopy equivalent to the shape itself. Additionally, the medial axis describes the
shape in a geometrically compact way, therefore it is used in many applications like shape analysis, recognition, segmenta-
tion, mesh generation, etc. Unfortunately, eﬃcient algorithms for the exact computation of the medial axis are only known
for a small number of shapes—among them unions of open balls. On the other hand, balls are powerful modeling primitives
since any shape can be well approximated by a union of balls. Often this approximation can be obtained algorithmically:
for example, given a shape O in R3 with smooth boundary ∂O and a suﬃciently dense sample S of ∂O , then the union of
polar balls (certain Voronoi balls) whose centers are contained in O provide a homotopic approximation of O that is also
geometrically close to O [2]. In the plane the situation is even simpler [3]. Given a shape O ⊂ R2 with smooth boundary
∂O , the Voronoi vertices of a dense sample S of ∂O are either close to the medial axis of O or close to the medial axis
of R2 \ O . The two types of Voronoi vertices (inner Voronoi vertices if they reside inside O and outer Voronoi vertices
otherwise) can be separated easily. If the sampling S is dense enough, then the union U of Voronoi balls centered at the
inner Voronoi vertices (inner Voronoi balls) provide a good approximation of O and the medial axis of U can be used to
approximate the medial axis of O . In this paper we show that, provided the sampling S of ∂O is dense enough, the medial
axis of the inner Voronoi balls has a particularly simple structure that can be computed robustly and eﬃciently. The key
observation to prove the correctness of the new algorithm is that in our scenario the vertices on the boundary of U—the
boundary of U consists of circular arcs that meet in vertices—all need to be sample points.
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2. Preliminaries
Shape. A shape is a bounded open subset of Rd . We call a shape O smooth, if its boundary ∂O is a smooth sub-manifold
of Rd .
Medial axis of a shape and the medial axis of its boundary. The medial axis M(O ) of a shape O is the closure of the set of
points in O that have at least two closest points in the boundary ∂O . The medial axis M(∂O ) of ∂O is the closure of the
set of points in Rd that have at least two closest points in ∂O .
Sampling. A sampling of (the boundary of) a smooth shape is a subset S ⊂ ∂O . We call S an ε-sampling if every point
x ∈ ∂O has a point in S at distance at most ε f (x), where the local feature size function
f :Rd → (0,∞), x → inf
y∈M(∂O )‖x− y‖
measures the distance from ∂O to its medial axis M(∂O ).
Voronoi diagram. Let S ⊂Rd be a ﬁnite set of (sample) points. The Voronoi cell of p ∈ S is given as the convex polyhedron
V p =
{
x ∈Rd: ∀q ∈ S,‖x− p‖ ‖x− q‖}.
The faces of Voronoi cells are called Voronoi faces. A Voronoi vertex is a Voronoi 0-face. If S is a sample of a shape O , we
distinguish two types of Voronoi vertices: inner vertices that reside inside O and outer vertices that reside in Rd \ O . Similarly,
we classify Voronoi edges in three classes. An edge between two inner vertices is called inner edge, Voronoi edges with both
their endpoints outside O are called outer edges, and edges connecting vertices of two different classes are called mixed
edges.
Delaunay triangulation. Dual to the Voronoi diagram of S is the Delaunay triangulation of S . The faces of the Delaunay
triangulation are given by the convex hulls of all subsets T ⊆ S whose Voronoi cells have a non-empty common intersection,
i.e.,
⋂
p∈T V p = ∅. The non-empty intersection is the dual Voronoi face of the Delaunay face conv(T )—where conv(T ) denotes
the convex hull of T .
Ball. A ball B(c, r) with center c ∈Rd and radius r ∈ (0,∞) is given as the set
B(c, r) = {x ∈Rd: ‖x− c‖ < r}.
Let B1 and B2 be two intersecting balls and x a point on the intersection of the boundaries. Let α be the angle between
the two tangent hyperplanes at x. We say that B1 and B2 intersect at angle α, see Fig. 1. Touching balls intersect at angle 0,
while a ball intersects itself at an angle of π .
A Voronoi ball is centered at a Voronoi vertex and its radius is given by the distance to the closest sample point. If S is
sample of a shape O , we also distinguish two types of Voronoi balls: inner balls centered at inner vertices, and outer balls
centered at Voronoi vertices outside O .
In the following we deal with sampled smooth shapes in R2 that we want to approximate by the set of inner balls. We
are interested in the medial axis of such a shape and its approximation by the medial axis of the union of inner balls. It
is well known how to compute the medial axis of a union of balls. Here we show that in our setting this medial axis has
a particularly simple form and can be computed by a simpler and numerically more robust algorithm than in the general
case, provided the shape is sampled suﬃciently densely.





is a shape whose boundary ∂U is made up from circular arcs. Circular arcs join at vertices. We denote the set of these
vertices by V (U ) and call it the vertex set of the union of balls:
V (U ) = {∂Bi ∩ ∂B j ∩ ∂U : Bi, B j ∈ B, i = j}.
Medial axis of union of balls. Attali and Montanvert [4] and Amenta and Kolluri [5] have characterized the medial axis of a
union of balls. Their characterization makes use of the dual of the union of balls, that was introduced by Edelsbrunner [6]
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diagram of the balls. The power diagram generalizes the notion of Voronoi diagram to sets of weighted points. A ball B(c, r)
can be considered as a special case of a weighted point. The weight in this case is r2. The distance of a point x ∈ R2
to a weighted point p = (y,w), where y ∈ R2 is the point and w ∈ R its weight, is called power distance and given as
πp(x) = ‖x − y‖2 − w . The power diagram is now deﬁned just as the Voronoi diagram only with the Euclidean distance
replaced by the power distance. The dual complex of the power diagram is called regular triangulation though it does not
necessarily need to be a triangulation in degenerate cases. Here we restrict the regular triangulation to a union U =⋃B∈B B
of balls that induces the power diagram and call it D(B). Restricting the diagram means we only include faces whose duals
in the power diagram have a non-empty intersection with U , see Fig. 6(c). A face in D(B) is called singular, if it belongs to
the boundary of D(B) and is not a face of a 2-face of D(B).
Theorem 1. (See Amenta and Kolluri [5].) Let B be a set of balls in R2 and D(B) be the induced restricted regular triangulation. The
medial axis of U =⋃B∈B B consists of
(1) the singular faces of D(B), and
(2) the intersection of the 1-skeleton of the Voronoi diagram of V (U ) with the non-singular faces of D(B).
This characterization of the medial axis of a union of balls immediately gives rise to an algorithm to approximate the
medial axis of a smooth shape by the medial axis of the union of inner Voronoi balls. This algorithm involves the compu-
tation of the Voronoi diagram of the samples, the regular triangulation induced by B, and the computation of the Voronoi
diagram of V (U ). See Figs. 6 (a)–(d) and (f).
Note that balls in B are in degenerate position by construction, i.e. often several Voronoi balls’ boundary intersect in a
single point, as in Fig. 6(b). Such a set of balls has a degenerate power diagram and therefore the computation of its dual
needs exact arithmetic.
Here we will show that the medial axis of the union of inner balls of a densely sampled smooth shape has a much
simpler structure. This leads to a simpler and more robust algorithm that only needs to compute one Voronoi diagram.
More precisely, our main result is that the medial axis of all inner Voronoi balls is simply the union of inner Voronoi
vertices and inner Voronoi edges. A crucial step in the proof of our main theorem and another structural result is the fact
that for dense samples, the vertices of the union of inner balls are always sample points. In the next section we will prove
this latter result and then we proceed to the proofs leading to the main result characterizing the medial axis of the union
of inner Voronoi balls.
3. The sample points and the vertices of the union of balls
In the following we assume that O ⊂R2 is a connected shape with smooth boundary ∂O and S ⊂ ∂O is a ﬁnite sampling.
Let B be the set of inner Voronoi balls, U =⋃B∈B B its underlying shape and V (U ) be the vertex set of U . Our main result
in this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If S is an ε-sampling of ∂O with ε 
√
2/6≈ 0.236, then V (U ) ⊆ S.
To prove this theorem we need to collect some well-known facts from ε-sampling theory.
Lemma 3. (See Lemma 2 from [7].) Any Voronoi ball of a sampling S ⊂ ∂O contains a point of the medial axis of ∂O .
The following property is easy to verify using the triangle inequality:
Fact 4 (Lipschitz continuity). The local feature size is 1-Lipschitz: f (x) f (y) + d(x, y) for any x, y ∈R2 .
Another important observation for our proofs is that a Voronoi ball centered inside the shape and a Voronoi ball centered
outside the shape cannot intersect deeply, for dense enough sampling. The following lemma adapted from [2] formalizes
this observation.
Lemma 5. (Adaption of Lemma 16 from [2].) Let Bi be an inner Voronoi ball and Bo and outer Voronoi ball and ε  1/3. The angle at
which Bi and Bo intersect is at most 2arcsin3ε.
Proof. Consider the line segment connecting ci and co , the centers of Bi and Bo . Since ci and co lie on the opposite sides
of ∂O , this segment crosses ∂O in at least one point x. Let B(c, r) be the smaller of the two balls Bi and Bo . If x ∈ B(c, r),
then we have f (x) 2r, since the Voronoi ball B(c, r) contains a point of the medial axis (Lemma 3).
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Otherwise x is in the larger of the two balls, but not in B(c, r), as shown in Fig. 2. Deﬁne z and λ as in Fig. 2. Using
Lemma 3 and Fact 4 we have f (x)  d(x, c) + r = d(x, z) + d(z, c) + r. But the distance from x to the nearest sample is at
least:
√
λ2 + d(x, z)2 =
√
r2 − d(z, c)2 + d(x, z)2.
From the ε-sampling requirement we have:
√
r2 − d(z, c)2 + d(x, z)2  ε f (x) ε[d(x, z) + d(z, c) + r].
Since d(z, c) r we can simplify this to:
d(x, z) 2r ε
1− ε
which for ε  1/3 and according to Lemma 3 yields f (x) 3r. Since the distance from x to the nearest sample is at least λ
and at most 3εr, we know that λ 3εr. The angle α in Fig. 2 is at most arcsin3ε, and β  α, so the two balls intersect at
an angle of at most 2arcsin3ε. 
Using this property we can derive the following structural result for the Voronoi balls of an
√
2/6-sampling.
Corollary 6. Let ε 
√
2/6, and Bi(ci, ri) and Bo(co, ro) be an inner and an outer Voronoi ball whose boundaries intersect in x and y.
The arc γi = ∂Bi ∩ Bo is contained in the interior of the acute triangle conv({x, co, y}) and similarly the arc γo = ∂Bo ∩ Bi is contained
in the interior of the acute triangle conv({x, ci, y}).
Proof. Let z be the intersection of the tangents to Bi at x and y as shown in Fig. 3(a). We know by construction that Bi
lies completely on one side of the line supported by x and z. Similarly Bi lies completely on one side of the line supported
by y and z. Therefore ∂Bi lies in the intersection of these two half-planes. Since all points on γi are at distance ri from ci ,
γi is on the same side of the line supported by x and y as co . Therefore, γi ⊂ conv({x, z, y}).
Given ε 
√
2/6 and applying Lemma 5 we know the Bi and Bo cannot intersect deeper than 2arcsin3
√
2/6 = π/2.
This implies that conv({x, co, y}) and conv({x, ci, y}) are acute triangles. Additionally this means that  coxci  π/2 and
 co yci  π/2. Therefore, we have  yxz   yxco and  xyz   xyco . Note that conv({x, z, y}) and conv({x, co, y}) are two
isosceles triangles sharing the edge between x and y, so given the angle conditions above conv({x, z, y}) ⊆ conv({x, co, y})
and γi ⊂ conv({x, co, y}). We can use exactly the same line of arguments for γo , as well. 
Using these results we can proceed to the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. We show that for ε <
√
2/6 all points in the vertex set V (U ) of the union of balls are sample points.
The proof makes use of the following decomposition of the boundary circle of an inner Voronoi ball B . The edges incident
to the Voronoi vertex corresponding to the ball can be classiﬁed as either inner or mixed. We label the arc on ∂B between
two sample points with the label of the Voronoi edge, i.e., either as inner or mixed. By deﬁnition, the relative interior of an
inner arc is contained in U and thus cannot contain a point from V (U ). Hence the points in V (U ) must be on mixed arcs.
We will show that no other inner Voronoi ball can intersect the interior of a mixed arc, and therefore no point of V (U ) can
be in the interior of a mixed arc.
Let us consider a mixed Voronoi edge and the corresponding inner and outer balls, Bi and Bo . We will show that for
any other inner ball B ′i , the boundary ∂B
′
i cannot intersect the mixed arc γ = ∂Bi ∩ Bo . Remember that the two intersection
points p and q of the boundaries of ∂Bi and ∂Bo are sample points.
If B ′i does not intersect Bo , then it cannot intersect γ either. Now consider the case that B
′
i intersects Bo and let{x, y} = ∂B ′i ∩ ∂Bo . Let us denote by δ the arc between p and q on the boundary of Bo , i.e. δ = ∂Bo ∩ Bi . Notice that if
x ∈ δ and y ∈ ∂Bo \ δ, or vice versa, the Voronoi ball B ′i has to cover one of the sample points p or q, which contradicts the
Voronoi property. Therefore, we make a case distinction x, y ∈ δ or x, y ∈ ∂B0 \ δ.
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Case 1. Suppose x, y ∈ δ and let l be their bisector as in Fig. 3(b). Note that l passes through the center co of Bo , and
any ball touching x and y has its center on l (thus B ′i , as well). Let us denote by ci the center of Bi , and without loss
of generality assume d(x, ci)  d(y, ci). Since x, y ∈ δ ⊂ Bi the ball B centered at c = l ∩ [cix] and with radius d(c, x) is
completely contained in Bi . Now, let us distinguish three cases based on center c′i of B
′
i on the line l.
If c′i ∈ [coc], then B ′i ⊂ (B ∪ Bo) ⊂ (Bi ∪ Bo). But the Voronoi ball B ′i is covered by the union of two other Voronoi balls
Bi and Bo which is a contradiction. If c′i is co or further away from c, then B
′
i covers γ completely, so ∂B
′
i ∩ γ = ∅. And if
c′i is c or further away from co , then Bi does not intersect γ because B
′
i will be always in the union of B and the halfplane
opposite to co and limited by the line connecting x and y.
Case 2. In the second case where x, y ∈ ∂Bo \ δ, we can apply Corollary 6 for Bi and Bo and for B ′i and Bo as shown in
Fig. 5. This implies that γ = (∂Bi ∩ Bo) ⊂ conv({p, co,q}) and ∂B ′i ∩ Bo ⊂ conv({x, co, y}). Given the ordering of the points
p,q, x, y on ∂Bo , we have conv({p, co,q}) ∩ conv({x, co, y}) = co , and therefore ∂B2 cannot intersect γ . 
4. Medial axis structure
Using the results in the previous section we get an elegant characterization of the medial axis of U in the form of the
following theorem:
Theorem 7. If S is an ε-sampling of a smooth shape O with ε 
√
2/6, then the medial axis of the union of inner Voronoi balls is the
union of inner edges and inner vertices of the Voronoi diagram of S.
The proof of this theorem relies on our structural results derived from the sampling conditions, namely on Theorem 2
and Corollary 6. In this section we will consider that our sampling fulﬁlls the conditions needed for these results, ε 
√
2/6.
We will show that out of all Voronoi simplices, only inner vertices and inner edges contain medial axis points, and every
point on these is part of the medial axis. First let us consider the interior of Voronoi cells.
Lemma 8. For any point x in the interior of a Voronoi cell, x /∈ M(U ).
Proof. If x /∈ U then x cannot be part of M(U ) by deﬁnition, so let us consider x ∈ U , and show that it cannot have more
than one closest point on ∂U . Grow a ball B around x until it touches ∂U . We distinguish two cases: either B touches an
inner ball tangentially, or not. If B touches an inner ball tangentially, there can be only one touching point y, otherwise
x would be a Voronoi vertex. This means y is the unique closest point to x on ∂U and x cannot be on the medial axis
of U . If B does not touch an inner ball tangentially in a single point, then it touches ∂U in a vertex of the union of balls,
i.e., in a point in V (U ) ⊆ S (the inclusion holds under the assumptions of Theorem 2). There can be only one such point
since x cannot have two or more closest points in S . Hence also in this case x has a unique closest boundary point of U , so
x /∈ M(U ). 
In the following lemmas and in the corollary we discuss the three classes of Voronoi edges.
Lemma 9. Outer Voronoi edges of the Voronoi diagram of S do not intersect U .
Proof. Consider an outer edge e which connects the centers of two outer Voronoi balls B1o and B
2
o and let p and q be the
two sample points deﬁning the Delaunay edge dual to e. Note that by deﬁnition we have {p,q} = ∂B1o ∩ ∂B2o . Let us assume
that e intersects U , then there is at least one inner Voronoi ball Bi that intersects e and therefore intersects B1o ∪ B2o , as
well. Since the Voronoi ball Bi cannot be covered by the union of two other Voronoi balls, we have to have at least two
points x, y ∈ ∂Bi ∩ ∂(B1o ∪ B2o). Now we consider two cases based on which ball’s boundary x and y are located: either on
the same outer ball, or different outer balls.
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Fig. 5. Proof of Theorem 2. B ′i cannot intersect γ without deep intersection with Bo .
Case 1. If both x and y are located on the boundary of the same ball we can assume without loss of generality that x, y ∈ ∂B1o
as in Fig. 4(a). We can apply Corollary 6 on Bi and B1o . And given the ordering of x, y, p and q on the boundary B
1
o , we
can conclude that the acute triangle conv({x, c1o , y}) intersects e only in c1o , and therefore Bi does not intersect e ∩ B1o . It
remains to verify that Bi does not intersect e \ B1o . If Bi does not intersect the other outer ball B2o , then it cannot intersect
e \ B1o either, and Bi ∩ e = ∅, see Fig. 4(a).
Let us look at the case when Bi intersects B2o and let {z,w} = ∂Bi∩∂B2o . We prove that Bi∩(e\B1o) = ∅. Given that Bi and
B2o are Voronoi balls and p,q are sample points, both z and w have to be in ∂B
2
o \ B1o or both in ∂B2o ∩ B1o . If z,w ∈ ∂B2o \ B1o
then we can apply Corollary 6 for Bi and B2o and show that Bi ∩ (e ∩ B2o) = ∅ which shows that Bi ∩ (e \ B1o) = ∅. Now
suppose z,w ∈ ∂B2o ∩ B1o , as in Fig. 4(b). Then (Bi ∩ B2o) ⊂ B1o , because ∂Bi intersects ∂B1o in only x and y. This implies that
Bi ∩ (B2o \ B1o) = ∅, so Bi ∩ (e \ B1o) = ∅.
Case 2. Now consider the case x ∈ ∂B1o and y ∈ ∂B2o . Since Bi ∩ (B1o ∪ B2o) = ∅, the ball Bi cannot be tangent to both B1o and
B2o , and there has to exist a third point t on ∂Bi such that t ∈ ∂B1o ∪ ∂B2o and t = x and t = y. If t ∈ ∂(B1o ∪ B2o), we can
apply the line of argument from the ﬁrst case either for the pair t and x or the pair t and y and we know that Bi ∩ e = ∅.
If t /∈ ∂(B1o ∪ B2o) then we have t ∈ ∂B1o ∩ B2o or t ∈ ∂B2o ∩ B1o , as in Fig. 4(c). But in this case the Voronoi ball Bi would cover
one of the sample points p or q, which is a contradiction. This concludes the proof. 
Corollary 10. A mixed Voronoi edge of the Voronoi diagram of S intersects ∂U only at the intersection with the boundary of its inner
Voronoi ball.
Proof. Let Bi be the ball centered at the inner Voronoi vertex of the mixed edge e, and Bo the outer Voronoi ball. First
of all notice that by Corollary 6 we know that e intersects ∂Bi . We have to prove that for any other inner Voronoi ball
B ′i ∩ (e \ Bi) = ∅. By applying Corollary 6 for Bi and Bo ﬁrst, and for Bo and B ′i the second time, we obtain that ∂B ′i ∩ Bo
does not intersect e ∩ Bo , which implies that e ∩ ∂U = e ∩ Bi . 
Lemma 11. If x is a point on an inner Voronoi edge, then x ∈ M(U ).
Proof. Let B1i and B
2
i be the inner Voronoi balls that correspond to the endpoints of the inner edge that contains x, and let
p and q be the two intersection points of the boundary circles of B1i and B
2
i . By the deﬁnition of Voronoi edges: p,q ∈ S ,
p and q are equidistant from x, and p and q cannot be covered by any other (inner) Voronoi ball, i.e., p,q ∈ ∂U . The ball
centered at x touching p and q is contained in B1i ∪ B2i . Hence x has at least two closest points in ∂U , i.e., x ∈ M(U ). 
Now we can proceed with the proof of our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 7. Lemma 8 proves that only edges and vertices of the Voronoi diagram of S can be part of M(U ).
According to Lemma 9, outer edges have no points inside U , so they cannot contain any point of M(U ). And we know
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the corresponding inner ball. All the points in the interior of a mixed edge which are covered by U have one closest point
on ∂U , namely the above mentioned intersection point, so the interiors of mixed edges do not contain medial axis points,
either. Lemma 11 proves that all inner edges are part of the medial axis M(U ).
It remains to consider the Voronoi vertices. Inner Voronoi vertices have by deﬁnition at least three equidistant sample
points, which are on the boundary of the corresponding Voronoi ball, and cannot be covered by any other (inner) Voronoi
ball. Therefore, these sample points are all part of ∂U , and all inner Voronoi vertices are part of M(U ). Outer Voronoi
vertices cannot be covered by U , because according to the proof of Corollary 6 inner and outer balls do not intersect deeper
than π/2 for ε 
√
2/6. 
Notice that additionally to proving Theorem 7, we have derived more structural results regarding the boundary of U . The
proof of the following corollary follows directly from Theorem 2 and Corollary 10.
Corollary 12. The boundary of U is composed of all arcs on the boundary of inner balls corresponding to mixed Voronoi edges and a
subset of the sample points.
5. Algorithm
Our structural results give rise to an algorithm to compute the medial axis of the union U of the inner Voronoi balls.
The algorithm is correct provided the sampling condition in Theorem 7 is satisﬁed.
The main step in the algorithm is the classiﬁcation of the vertices of the Voronoi diagram of the set of sample points S .
For the classiﬁcation we use a curve reconstruction algorithm that picks Delaunay edges from the Delaunay triangulation
of S that connect the points of S in exactly the same order as they are connected along ∂O . A convenient choice of
reconstruction algorithm is the one-step algorithm due to Gold and Snoeyink [8]—a variant of the Crust algorithm [7]. This
method uses one local geometric test to decide if a Delaunay edge is part of the reconstruction. Therefore, it is very fast
and additionally produces provable good curve reconstruction for our range of ε. The curve reconstruction can then be
used to classify the Voronoi vertices by traversing the edges of the Voronoi diagram of S as follows: label the vertex at
inﬁnity as outer and proceed to incident, so far unlabeled Voronoi vertices and label them. Whenever the incidence is via
a Voronoi edge that is dual to a Delaunay edge from the reconstruction change the label, i.e., from outer to inner, or vice
versa. Once all the Voronoi vertices are labeled just output all inner Voronoi vertices and all Voronoi edges whose endpoints
are both labeled inner. The running time of our algorithm is dominated by the computation of the Delaunay triangulation,
which is O (n log n). Both the curve reconstruction and Voronoi vertex classiﬁcation are done in time linear in the number
of Delaunay edges.
We will prove that for dense enough sampling, the algorithm succeeds in labeling the Voronoi vertices correctly, and this
implies the correctness of the output. To prove this we need to show that Voronoi edges dual to reconstruction Delaunay
edges are mixed Voronoi edges, and that all the other Voronoi edges do not intersect ∂O .
The curve reconstruction algorithm in [8] outputs all edges between consecutive sample points on the curve ∂O and
only these edges for an ε-sampling with ε < 0.42. Here we will show that only Voronoi edges dual to consecutive sample
points cross the boundary of ∂O , and they intersect ∂O in a single point. This yields the correctness of our labeling. The
proof builds heavily on the results of Amenta, Bern and Eppstein [7], where properties of ε-samplings of smooth curves are
presented.
In the following it is suﬃcient to consider a sampling with ε  1. We will use the following two corollaries from [7] in
our proofs.
Corollary 13. (See Corollary 3 from [7].) A ball containing a point x ∈ ∂O andwith diameter at most f (x) intersects ∂O in a topological
disk, i.e. a curve segment.
Corollary 14. (See Corollary 4 from [7].) A ball centered at a point x ∈ ∂O with radius at most f (x) intersects ∂O in a topological
disk, i.e. a curve segment.
Lemma 15. (See Extension of Lemma 11 from [7].) A Voronoi edge e dual to a Delaunay edge connecting two consecutive sample points
intersects ∂O in one single point.
Proof. We know from Lemma 11 in [7], that e intersects ∂O in at least one point. We will now prove that only one such
point exists. Let us denote by p and q the two sample points deﬁning the Delaunay edge dual to e and let σ be the curve
segment on ∂O that is empty of other sample points and connects p and q.
First, we show that the Voronoi edge e cannot intersect ∂O \σ . Let us assume there exists such an intersection x. By the
Voronoi property we know that the ball B(x,d(x, p)) is empty of sample points, which means that d(x, p) < ε f (x). Then,
for ε  1 we can apply Corollary 14 we have that B ∩ ∂O has to be a topological segment. Since p and q are both on ∂O ,
the curve segment σ has to be covered by B . Since x /∈ σ , the curve B ∩ ∂O has to be tangent to ∂B at p or q. Now if
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least two topological segments. This is a contradiction to Corollary 14 because this smaller ball centered at x ∈ ∂O should
intersect ∂O in a topological segment, as well.
Hence e intersects ∂O only in the interior of σ . Now we will show that only one such intersection point exists. Let us
assume there are several intersection points and y is the closest among these to the segment connecting p and q. We know
from the sampling condition and the Voronoi property that d(y, p) = d(y,q) < ε f (y). Let us denote by Bab the diametrical
ball of the points a and b, i.e. the unique ball that has the segment [ab] as its diameter. Note that Bpy and Bqy touch the
midpoint of the segment pq by construction. For both of them we can apply Corollary 13 which implies that σ is covered
by the union of the two diametrical balls. By the choice of y as the closest intersection point to the segment pq, we know
that σ does not intersect e in the interior of the union of the diametrical balls. Therefore, y has to be the only intersection
point of e and σ , and we have proven that there is only one unique intersection point between ∂O and e. 
Lemma 16. A Voronoi edge e dual to a Delaunay edge connecting two non-consecutive sample points does not intersect ∂O .
Proof. We prove this lemma by contradiction. Suppose that e intersects ∂O in x, and p and q are the sample point closest
to e. Since x is on the Voronoi edge, the ball B(x,d(x, p)) is empty of sample points. From the sampling condition we know
that d(x, p) < ε f (x), and by applying Corollary 14 we know that B has to intersect ∂O in a topological segment. Since B
is empty of sample points, this topological segment connecting p and q cannot contain any other sample point inside. But
this is in contradiction to the fact that p and q are non-consecutive sample points on ∂O . 
Since the reconstruction algorithm outputs only and all the edges connecting consecutive sample points, and the Voronoi
edges dual to reconstruction edges will be mixed Voronoi edges (Lemma 15) and none of the other Voronoi edges intersect
the boundary of ∂O (Lemma 16), the algorithm assigns the correct labels the all Voronoi vertices, for an ε-sampling with
ε < 0.42. Using this result and Theorem 7 we can state the correctness of our algorithm.
Theorem 17. For ε 
√
2/6, our algorithm to compute the medial axis of the union of inner Voronoi balls is correct.
We have implemented the general algorithm [5] to compute the medial axis of a union of balls and our simple algorithm
for the medial axis of inner Voronoi balls. For an illustration of the algorithm steps see Fig. 6. Our implementation called
Mesecina [9] uses CGAL [10] for the Voronoi and power diagrams and CORE [11] for exact arithmetic, when it is needed.
6. Conclusions
We have presented structural proofs that lead to a simpler algorithm for computing the medial axis of the union of inner
Voronoi balls of a planar shape. This algorithm is faster than the standard algorithm, since it saves the computation of the
restricted regular triangulation of B and the computation of the Voronoi diagram of the vertex set V (U ). The set of inner
Voronoi balls tends to be highly degenerate, i.e., there are often many spheres bounding the balls that pass through the
same point. Therefore, the standard algorithm is prone to numerical errors since it needs to compute D(B). Our algorithm
only needs to compute the Voronoi diagram of S and hence is not only faster, but also more robust.
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